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Via believes in a connected world
where everyone has access to
eﬃcient, aﬀordable mobility
through technology-enabled,
data-driven transit.

October 2020

Via’s platform enables partners to digitize and eﬃciently manage every
component of their transportation system
On-demand
public transit
●
●
●

First-and-last-mile
Transit deserts
Replace underperforming routes

School
buses
●
●

CONFIDENTIAL

●
●

Scheduling
Capacity
management

●
●

Corporate &
university shuttles

Routing
Bus & student
tracking

And provides the tools
to create an optimized,
fully-integrated network:

Paratransit /
NEMT

Fixed-route
public transit

●
●
●

Integrated payments
& ticketing

Campus
Employee
Airport

Multi-modal
trip planning

Demand
management
●
●

Transit consulting &
Network optimization

Accessible transport
Health care

Dynamic tolling
Road-use charges

Via is the world’s leading provider of advanced public mobility solutions

Services

175
Countries

23
Rides/month

2mm
Engineers

350+
Note: As of September 2020 – Services launched, signed and in ﬁnal contract stage
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We partner with the world’s leading transportation organizations

Municipalities

Public transit
agencies

Public transit
operators

Corporations,
universities, schools

CONFIDENTIAL

Impact is at the core of Via’s mission

Equitable
Accessibility

Financial
access

Geographic
access

Cost to
passenger

Sustainability

Convenience

Environmental
footprint
Value for
money

−

−

Drafted by the United Nations, a
blueprint to achieve a better and
more sustainable future for all
Via focuses on 4 goals

Deployment
economics

Physical
access

Quality of
service

Investment

Eﬃciency
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Via scales microtransit pilots into citywide
transit networks
City of Arlington, Texas

400k

•

rides served

4.8

•

Replaced an underperforming bus with a
dynamic on-demand service

•

Funded by the FTA, and awarded an FTA
grant to incorporate autonomous vehicles

•

Deployed three successful expansions
since launch, with plans to expand
citywide in 2021

out of 5 average
rider rating

70%
of riders are
repeat riders

50%+
of trips are shared

Arlington is the ﬁrst American city to rely
entirely on demand-responsive public
transit

Total Rides

“

It does truly feel that Via
is a partner, not just a
vendor that the city has
hired.”
— Alicia Winkelblech, Senior
Strategic Initiatives Oﬃcer

Via. Proprietary & Conﬁdential.

Via expands access to mobility and integrates with local transit
City of Wilson, NC
3.5k rides in ﬁrst 4 weeks
5x increase in daily
ridership vs. prior service
(on same budget)

King County Metro,
Washington
274k rides to date
14 passengers per vehicle
hour during peak service

• Replaced the city’s entire ﬁxed route bus system
with on-demand service in expanded coverage area

• First-last mile solutions allows for simple transfers
to light rail stations

• Service has already exceeded utilization
expectations by 40% in ﬁrst month

• For a seamless transit experience, we integrated
with Seattle’s local public transit payment system,
ORCA

• Population includes many seniors, unbanked
riders, people with disabilities, and riders
without smartphones
• Pre-launch engagement with ~100 community
organizations providing collateral, training their
staﬀ, and co-developing solutions for members

Via. Proprietary & Conﬁdential.

• 100% of trips connect to another transit mode
• Extended in June 2020 with support form the
voter-approved Seattle Transportation Beneﬁt
District
• Book available through the app or over the phone
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Via’s platform provides immediate beneﬁts to partners, simultaneously improving
quality of service and reducing cost

In Sevenoaks, UK, Via’s platform delivered better
experience to riders at lower cost within <1 month of
replacing a ﬁxed-route bus service

-74%

`

Previous Service
(ﬁxed route)

CONFIDENTIAL

Via drives measurable improvements to paratransit performance and
rider experience.
Hampton Roads
Transit

Green Bay Metro
Paratransit

350 Square mile zone

70 Square mile zone

90+ Vehicle ﬂeet

12 Vehicle ﬂeet

1,500 Trips per day

~100 Trips per day

• Replaced legacy vendors (Trapeze, MV Transit)
• Manage a fully-integrated service: technology,
operations, dispatch, and call center

• Legacy service oversubscribed due to budget
constraints
• Via’s system seen as key to gain eﬃciencies and
best serve existing ridership
• Integrated paratransit + microtransit system

Via. Proprietary & Conﬁdential.

97%

2.05

On-time performance

Avg productivity
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UTA | Salt Lake County, Utah

Problem:
Desire for ﬂexible transit solution within
increasingly congested suburbs and
connecting to UTA’s ﬁxed-route network.

95%
On-time pickups

8 min
Average vehicle ETA

18
Vehicles

Via. Proprietary & Conﬁdential.

Solution:
• Launched in November 2019 to
improve transit ridership by providing
a preferred alternative to commuting
by car
• Connects residents of ﬁve Salt Lake
County communities – Bluﬀdale,
Draper, Herriman, Riverton, and
South Jordan
• The top ﬁve requested pickup and
drop-oﬀ locations are TRAX and
FrontRunner Stations

“

“I don’t give positive review easily –
just ask UTA...Despite that, I do not
hesitate to say that my ﬁrst two rides
on the microtransit service show it is
pretty cool, and recommend that
others try it.”
– Lee Davidson, Reporter for The
Salt Lake City Tribune

Transportation is undergoing a once-in-a century transformation

The Digital Revolution

The Industrial Revolution
1900

1930

20M 15M

Today

1.3B

CONFIDENTIAL

Future

200
M

shared, on-demand vehicles
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A solution to manage the entire
network

Via’s Integrated Mobility
Solution (IMS)
helps transit agencies and cities increase
transit ridership, improve the customer
experience, and increase network eﬃciency
by seamlessly integrating ﬁxed line,
on-demand, and paratransit optimization
into a single system.

A better user experience with ﬂexible,
shared and optimized resources.

Via. Proprietary & Conﬁdential.

Fixed Line

On-Demand

Paratransit

Acts as the
backbone of the
network for
high-ridership
corridors and for
student
transportation

Helps maintain
coverage and
improve service
for customers at
times and in
locations where
ﬁxed route is not
eﬀective.

Improves access
for everyone by
enabling trips on
demand and by
booking in
advance.

Via IMS
A single software platform that plans, coordinates and
optimizes all network services to meet all eﬃciency,
quality, equity and accessibility objectives.
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An integrated solution

Fixed Lines

Additional
modes

Via. Proprietary & Conﬁdential.

On-Demand

Paratransit

MaaS and
ticketing
systems

Regional Transit Tomorrow: A model for an integrated mobility
network
Reduce congestion and pollution
Improving transit options, accessibility, and ease will enable mode shift away from SOVs.

Seamlessly integrate modes and improve coverage
Expand coverage while realizing operational eﬃciencies and working to reduce operational
costs.

Dynamically and quickly adapt to seasonal changes in ridership
Build and deploy a transit system that can easily adjust to the evolving needs of your region –
from residents to tourists, and changing seasons to special events.

Centralize transit management and gain valuable insights through sophisticated
analytics
Manage drivers, monitor vehicles, and oﬀer exceptional customer support, while improving performance
through comprehensive data analytics and reporting.

Dramatically improve the ridership experience
Create an exceptional rider experience through advanced technology solutions and a network tailored to
rider needs.
Via. Proprietary & Conﬁdential
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Regional Transit Tomorrow
Full suite of technology applications integrating all modes
of transit
Featuring booking, vehicle tracking, ticketing functionality, and all
required dispatch, routing, and payment infrastructure.

Evaluate & optimize current / future ﬁxed route services
Upgrade, modify, or replace service in neighborhoods that ﬁxed route
lines 6 Lime, 7 Pink, and 11 Black currently serve. Integrate BRT service
and potential future ﬁxed routes into planning and operations.

Deploy on-demand to improve access and service
On-demand zones would be selected through an in-depth consultation
with Summit County and its residents to determine need.

Provide real-time customer support
24/7 customer support through the rider app, by email, and by phone.

Phased approach
To bring everyone along, plan to iterate in real-time, and customize for
your community’s particular needs.
Via. Proprietary & Conﬁdential.
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Via Strategies is Via’s Planning and Consulting Team
Consulting and Planning (Via Strategies)

Transit Technology Platforms

In-depth analysis using proprietary approaches and tools
to understand the potential for innovative mobility

Licensing Via’s on-demand shuttle system to transit agencies
and operators who prefer to use their own vehicles and drivers

Transit Operations

Public Mobility Innovation

Turnkey solution that includes technology plus drivers, vehicles,
and operations management

Paratransit, Non-emergency medical transportation (NEMT),
school bus platforms, campus shuttles, and more...

Via Strategies is a diverse team of planners, consultants, and
subject-matter experts

Dan Berkovits

Garrett Brinker

Strategies
Project Director

Partnerships
Principal

Cathal O’Gorman
Project Manager

Market Analysis

Engagement

David Perlmutter
Josh Allmayer

Cathal O’Gorman
Gabby McCaig

Fixed-Route
Planning

On-Demand
Planning

Paratransit
Planning

David Perlmutter
Dan Berkovits

Evgeniya Fedorova
Cathal O’Gorman
Asaf Zilberfarb

Josh Allmayer

Implementation
Planning
Eleanor Joseph
Josh Goldman
Lily Rivkin

EVs/AVs
Josh Goldman
Avishai Shoham
Eddie Fishman
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Overview of ﬁndings to date - goals, objectives, stakeholder input
Progress Report:
● Conducted 29 stakeholder interviews
● Identiﬁed key project goals (task 1)
● Prepared task 1 memorandum
● Gathered historical ridership data
● Initiated market analysis (task 3)
● Developed list of FTA funding requirements (task 2)

Why is transit important to the community?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reduce congestion
Improve job access
Reduce parking demand
Increase tourism
Protect the environment

Via. Proprietary & Conﬁdential.
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OPERATIONS

CONSULTING

Proposed project timeline
Oct 20

Review goals, existing ridership and other data

Nov 20

Develop potential alternatives including route modiﬁcations, on-demand zones, and more

Dec 20

Gather public feedback and reﬁne alternatives

Feb 21

Finalize service plan

Mar 21

Finalize implementation plan

Jun 21

Launch and operations

Future

Via. Proprietary & Conﬁdential.

Continue to improve and adjust service over time
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Thank you.

